8 Years of Angst
A collaborative poem by Christopher Luna and the Angst Gallery art community
Inspired by eight years of art, music, and poetry
And the live painting of Coty Keller on December 2, 2016
1.
some ideas appear
like exploding stars
not seen
not seeable
for several years
ahead of us
ahead of time

spiraling nebula

spirits rise
emerge from the blackness
of the night sky
call them now

to rise

Add-a-line was a friend of mine
Now all that is left is mind
Welcome to Angst
for light comes from the dark
Hope grows in the ground
We’re glad you’re here, blooming
Thank You
for the gray—green—air—above & around
my eyes—always there
in song
in life
BEING BORN
in you.
clouds become thoughts
manifest into light
LIGHT IN WINDOW BLINDS, WORDS, WORDS TO EARS, TO EARS, TO THOUGHTS,
TO DREAMS
From dreams to reality, big city lights, New York harbors call me home
A sweet soul song from her muse, goddess and
and art guides create a joyful chorus!
THE WINE THAT INFORMS MY ANGST
THE PAINTED HEART ON MY CHEST
EVIDENCE OF LOST COMPATRIOT
never to be forgotten

2.
leaned forward til
and up, and through

I fell in

the shadows of the trees
spirits seen and unseen
Swirling and reaching, Above and below
Never seeing or knowing which way to go
Ever mindful of light and dark twisting
along the breeze
Forever loving the pain of growing
Exploding amongst the trees.
Spirits of the seen, the unseen
Beckon me
Dare I see, the inner eye must
everything and nothing at once
a part of something
greater than melancholy’s
approaching storm
She, the conduit
his fuse electrified the momentary masses
clutch
in the silence she could feel her heart beating, the
challenges, the future. She stood brave and
defiant, reborn.
The moment dripping like fresh blood
from her lips
3.
They say it was a void, but all this energy
Had to come from somewhere—
Somewhere inside, pushing, pulling
Ineffably growing until it was
Born./ purple seeps forward into the
flame of our waking dram
spins, loops, puffs forth
Brandishing Light
CREATING CREATIVE SPACE
and never forgetting the beauty of

one’s inner life, never ever at any
time
or your face in the daylight
—eyes looking up
smile in the shadows
the realization
we are light bodies, water bodies
elevated states of consciousness
embodying physical form
The Vortex which pulls you in,
simultaneously thrusts you out
Cosmic gas and God particles
as we leap from thread to thread
Set fire to the stacks
4.
SOMETIMES YOU CAN
& SOMETIMES YOU CAN’T
SOMETIMES YOU FEEL
AS STORNG AS AN ANT
Always be a Trashcan not a Trashcannot.
Congratulations on 8 years!
Whiteness is a dis-ease
Black/brownness has been seen as the enemy
See your self, call people out…
If you choose not to speak…it’s on you.
You are light. Chanukah. Solstice. Kwanzaa.
blacklit, brownlit, reflection of the cosmos. light. healing of dis. ease.
Roses are red, my name’s Dave, this poem makes no sense, microwave.
8 is oo standing straight up
OO INFINITY LOVE RISES ABOVE ALL
ELSE IN THE UNIVERSE, RISES ABOVE
THE NONSENSE AND NOISE. LIKE A RED ROSE
IT IS SWEET FOREVER.
Never Knows best

5.
Not for nothing, 8 years is nothing
to scoff at—wipe your nose
shake your ash tray—get your
booty on down to the stars
today—that angst we live with,
that angst we feel as this whole
wide world closes in on us…
because one day we’re all going
to die – returns to dust –
blessings of angst!

